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The Dark Energy Survey: Introduction
• Collaboration of 400 scientists using the Dark
Energy Camera (DECam) mounted on the
4m Blanco telescope at CTIO in Chile
• Currently in third year of 5-year mission
• Main program is four probes of dark energy:
–
–
–
–

Type Ia Supernovae
Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
Galaxy Clusters
Weak Lensing

• A number of other projects e.g.:
– Trans-Neptunian/ moving objects
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Recent DES Science Highlights (not exhaustive)
• Discovery of Milky Way satellite
galaxies
– Including satellites of satellites with
excess of ultra faint dwarfs
around
8 Becker, Troxel, MacCrann, Krause, Eifler, Friedrich, Nicola, Refregier and the DES Collab.
the Magellanic Dwarfs
mock catalogs

• Observation of two new L4 Neptune
Trojans
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– Large-scale correlation between
large-scale weak lensing field and
galaxy clusters

p

• Cosmic Shear measurements
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Figure 4. Comparison of the tomographic shear correlation function correlation matrix estimated from the mock catalogs and calculated
from the halo model. The left plot shows the correlation matrix from the mock catalogs (upper left) and halo model (lower right). We
show only the components for the first and last tomographic bins, plus their cross correlations. On the right, we show the square root of
the diagonal elements of both covariance matrices, sorted in reverse numerical order. The open symbols show the results from the halo
model and the closed symbols show the results from the mock catalogs.

– Clues to the location of Planet Nine?

• Today: Optical Follow-up of
GW150914
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Fig. 1.— Observed trajectories of 2014 QO441
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(lower curve) and 2014 QP441 (upper curve) relative to the three DES XMM-LSS supernova

Dataflow and Day-to-Day Operations With Grid Resources
• Dedicated ground link between La
Serena and main archive at NCSA
(transfer is a few minutes per
image)
• Nightly processing occurs at FNAL
– Submitted from NCSA to FNAL
GPGrid cluster via direct condor
submission
– Reprocessing campaign
(additional corrections, etc.)
underway at FNAL
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Gravitational Wave follow-up campaign: DESGW
•

Last month LIGO announced they had
detected gravitational waves from a black
hole-black hole merger
– Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 061102 (2016)

•

Signal received on 14 Sep; LIGO released
sky maps to partner telescopes to look for
possible EM signatures (not known it was a
BH-BH merger until later) on 16 Sep.
– “Circulars” sent between LIGO and partners.
Partners also feed back their observations.

•

DES soon began follow-up observations in
region of sky that best overlapped LIGO
probability map of the time
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GW
Motivation for Optical follow-up
• The “golden channel” is a NS-NS merger, with the GW
component detected by LIGO and the EM component
detected by a telescope
• If one can observe both the GW and EM component, it opens
up a lot of opportunities

distance
CBC

EM

GW gives distance
EM counterpart gives redshi5
(from host galaxy)
Together they give a new
way to measure Hubble parameter

redshift

CBC = Compact Binary Coalescence

DECam
Search
for an Optical Counterpart to GW150914 ◆ Fermilab Wine & Cheese
◆ Feb 12 2016
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Follow-up Campaign
•
•

Several ways to get GW events
DES is sensitive to neutron star
mergers or BH-NS mergers (get an
optical counterpart), core collapse
• DES observed over 3 nights in Sept
and Oct taking wide field of view
images
• Main analysis: use “difference
imaging” pipeline to compare search
images with same piece of sky in the
past (i.e. look for objects that weren’t
there before)
• Second analysis: look for stars that
disappeared in Large Magellanic
Cloud region that could have been a
core collapse (failed supernova)
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The processing job here on Fermigrid then, is
process these images, subtract off another pic
piece of sky already in hand from previous ob
look (via a computer algorithm) for a spot of li
Image. This is a GW counterpart: A flash cor
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Event Localization
• Similar to how our ears work
• With 2 detectors area can still be hundreds of sq. deg.
• With Virgo detector, would be localized to few tens of sq. deg.
Merger event

Hanford “Ear”

Livingston “Ear”

Arrival time delay
~few milliseconds

M. Soares-Santos
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Observing regions
•

Red hexes: Main search regions. Orange hexes: LMC search region
– Plan determined to maximize probability of detection: LIGO prob map folded in
with observing conditions, instrument efficiency, etc.

•

DATA
Dotted contours: original LIGO Probability Regions. Solid Contours:
revised LIGO probability region from December
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Image analysis
•

Each search and template image first goes through “single epoch”
processing (few hours per image). About 10 templates per image on
average (some overlap of course)
• Once done, run difference imaging (template subtraction) on each CCD
individually (around 1 hour per job)
• Totals for first event: about 240 images for main analysis *59 CCDs per
image (3 unusable) over three nights = about 5000 CPU-hours for diffimg
runs needed per night so far (could be 10K hours for future events)

Able to start ~4k jobs at
once at peak (including dedicated
FNAL resources)
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The Need for Speed
• 6k CPUs is not that much in one day, but one can’t wait a long time for
them. Want to process images within 24 hours (15 is even better)
allowing DES to send alerts out for even more followup while
object is still visible. First event was over a longer period.
• Necessitates opportunistic resources (OSG); possibly Amazon at some
point if opportunistic resources unavailable
– About 15% of hours for this campaign were on OSG, peak of 40%
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Main Analysis result
• Look at difference imaging results, look for “new” objects
• Require the candidate flux decreases with time, passes
quality cuts
Search for survive
a decaying
transient
(Soares-Santos
al. 2016)
• No candidates
all cuts
(expected
for BH-BH et
merger)

ANALYSIS 1
Candidate cuts:
Result

1) DetecHon
in both i andpass
z band
Zero candidates
ourin
ﬁrstselection
and second
nights,No
S/Noptical
> 2 in
criteria.
night
2
signatures
are predicted for BBH
2) StaHsHcally signiﬁcant decline in ﬂux
events, so this is not surprising.
from night1 -> night 2
3) Flux consistent with 0 in night 3

Sample selection
(all cuts in i and z bands)
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Search for disappearing stars in the LMC (Annis et al. 2016)

Disappearing stars analysis
• LMC was
right in the
GW150914
wasmiddle
initially of
best probability
in initial
thought toregion
be a burst
event,
map. And
close!
andit’s
could
be due to a
core-collapse
(CC).
• Create catalog
of 152
red
supergiants (SN progenitors) in
CC’s
are less loud than
Search
disappearing
stars in the LMC (Annis et al. 2016)
region;for
144
overlapped
with
mergers, so LIGO would
search images. All present and
be sensitive
to them only
We take possible
progenitors
accounted for.
to nearby catalogued
distances. in
(152 red out
supergiants)
• the
Consistent
event
The with
region
of interest
literature,
and LIGO
search
formoverlaps
them with the LMC, located at 50kpc.
as BH-BH
merger
A tantalizing
coincidence?
viainterpretation
visual inspection.
144
were
in the
◆ DECamgoing
Search for
an Optical Counterpart to GW150914 ◆ Fermilab Wine & Cheese ◆ Feb 12 2016
• observed
AnalysisMarcelle
is aSoares-Santos
template
area;
all accounted
for.
forward for future GW events that 20
could
be caused
failedevent
SN
We
concluded
that by
thea GW

ANALYSIS 2

was unlikely
to arise from a failed SNe.
arXiv:1602.04199
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Future Improvements
• Write tool to determine template images given only a list of
RA,DEC pointings, and then fire off single-epoch processing
for each one (run during day before first observations)
• Incorporate DAG generation/job submission script into
automated image listener (re-write in Python?) so everything
is truly hands-off
– Also incorporate automatic fake library generation

• Improve DB writing and optimize queries
• Work on ways to reduce job payload (we are I/O limited now)
– A few more things could go in CVMFS
– Not sure cache hit rates would be high enough for StashCache
to help

• Test a night’s worth of images entirely off-site (next)
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OSG-only test
• Decided to take about one night’s worth of images and
process at a “real-time” rate (new images every 4 minutes)
• Central question: if dedicated resources were unavailable
what kind of turnaround time could one expect?
– Important in evaluating need for commercial cloud resources
– Caveat: jobs allowed to run opportunistically on FNAL resources
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OSG-only test: Interpretation
• Took 1-2 hours to ramp up; 90% of jobs completed within 10
hours (tail mostly due to DB slowdowns)
– Need to add 6 hours to total for single-epoch processing
(already done in this particular test) to be safe; 2 hours for postprocessing and interpretation
– So we’d have an answer in 18 hours

• This rate would be sufficient if we didn’t have dedicated
resources. Can probably get a bit more with optimizing local
disk and run time requirements.
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OSG-only test: Interpretation
• Took 1-2 hours to ramp up; 90% of jobs completed within 10
hours (tail mostly due to DB slowdowns)

Did we just get lucky?

– Need to add 6 hours to total for single-epoch processing
It looks
like
we
did, at test)
leasttosomewhat.
(already
done in
this
particular
be safe; 2 hours for postprocessing
and 5-10K
interpretation
We’d need
CPU-hours within a couple
– So we’d
an Prefer
answer5K
in 18
hours
of have
hours.
slots
for 1-2 hours.

• This rate would be sufficient if we didn’t have dedicated
resources Can probably get a bit more with optimizing local
disk and run time requirements.
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Future Directions
• Working now to get additional workflows onto OSG
– SN simulations : 2 to 2.5 GB memory, short run times, little disk
I/O (code changes frequently)
– Fake galaxy overlay: overlay fake galaxies on existing images
(should typically fit in a 2 GB slot)
– Other workflows require 4-8 GB memory; being run at FNAL
right now. Not a requirement but difficult to get such high-mem
slots in general

• A discussion about temporary priority boosts for GW events
would be beneficial (not sure what form it would take)
– Expect roughly one trigger per month in future seasons
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Summary
• It’s a very active time for DES with new
discoveries coming regularly
• OSG plays an increasingly important role in
the experiment, and that role will continue
projected to grow
• Opportunistic resources are critical for
timely GW candidate follow-up; interested
in maximizing them
• Even more exciting times are ahead!
Credit: Raider Hahn, Fermilab
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